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For twenty-three years All about Italy has promoted
Italian culture in the United States and Germany with
a unique magazine and created synergies between the
most prestigious Italian companies. The aim, to reveal
the cultural, touristic, food, wine and entrepreneurial
excellence that makes Italy an exceptional country in the
world. We wanted to bring all of this into a single digital
publication that each day of the year delivers a Made in
Italy page. We’re calling it ALL ABOUT ITALY 365.
The first edition of All about Italy 365 contains the best of
what we have reported in recent years, the many faces of
Made in Italy and the words of those we have interviewed
and made part of our beautiful adventure.
We want to invite you wherever you are in the world to
find in these pages precious testaments of the Made
in Italy legend in every field, and continue to journey
together towards the challenges of the future.
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FROM THE OLD DISTILLERY
TO THE NEW SEAT
OF THE FONDAZIONE
PRADA
Exhibiting the beautiful can be held as one of the crucial junctions in the evolution of architecture: modulating spatial typologies in order to share art with the public and allow an optimal and profoundly communitarian fruition is a
challenge practically uninterrupted over the centuries. The project for the new Milanese seat of the Fondazione Prada fits into this context, and was elaborated by the OMA architectural studio under the direction of Rem Koolhas.

K

oolhas’s team has produced the architectural
transformation of an old distillery from the
beginning of the 20th century, reconfiguring it by
combining pre-existing buildings with new constructions—
the Podium, the Tower and the Cinema—in a harmonic and
integrated progression that embraces the entire extension
of the complex, with a total space of 205,000 square feet.
The new and the old enter
into perfect dialogue in a
vital effusion of the spirit of
the times, engendered by
the reciprocal movement
of the encounter between
preservation and innovation,
capable
of
producing
uninterrupted interaction and complex suggestions.
Rem Koolhas himself has rightly underlined this doublefaceted vocation of the new architectural vision: “The
Fondazione is not a preservation project and not a
new architecture. Two conditions that are usually kept
separate here confront each other in a state of permanent
interaction—offering an ensemble of fragments that will
not congeal into a single image, or allow any part to
dominate the others. New, old, horizontal, vertical, wide,
narrow, white, black, open, enclosed—all these contrasts
establish the range of oppositions that define the new
Fondazione. By introducing so many spatial variables, the
complexity of the architecture will promote an unstable,

open programming, where art and architecture will benefit
from each other’s challenges.”
The new seat of the Fondazione Prada rises in Largo
Isarco, in the south of Milan near the more well known via
Ripamonti. Some 120,000 square feet of the area will be
destined for exhibitions: the last part of the complex, the
“Tower,” will be completed in 2016. Together with Prada’s
contemporary art collection,
the structure designed by
Koolhas houses a space
for temporary exhibitions,
with “Serial Classic,” an
inaugural show dedicated
to a collection of ancient
classical sculpture curated
by Salvatore Settis, plus an area dedicated to children
and developed with the students of the École Nationale
Supérieure d’Architecture de Versailles, and, finally,
synergistically completing the architectural ensemble, a
bar designed by Wes Anderson, the author of such magical
films as the Oscar-nominated Gran Budapest Hotel and
The Royal Tenebaums, in which the typical and highly
recognizable esthetic of the director is adapted to the idea
of an old Milanese bar.
In its every articulation, therefore, the project aims for
cohabitation of the specific respective identities of the
pre-existent and the wholly original additions, without
the aping mimicry and forced adaptations typical of many

“The Fondazione is not
a preservation project
and not a new architecture.
These two dimensions coexist”
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reconversions in Italy. The structure, willed into existence
by Miuccia Prada and her husband Patrizio Bertelli, will
also house, in addition to the exhibition spaces, a cinema,
a theater, the Prada archives, administrative offices and
the Academy of Children, a project by Gianetta Ottilia Latis
that provides a space designed in collaboration with 18
students of the École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture
de Versailles under the direction of Cédric Libert and
Elias Guenon in which the children can carry out
interdisciplinary and workshop activities to develop their
learning abilities and creativity.
For the inauguration of the new seat on May 9 the
Fondazione Prada will organize various events: the artists
Robert Gober and Thomas Demand have realized ad hoc
installations that “create dialogue” with the architecture
and the spaces of the new structure. The director Roman
Polanski, for his part, has developed the cinematic
suggestions that have inspired his films in a project
that has taken shape as an original documentary and a
cinematic exhibition. The various articulated spaces that
house the works of Prada’s permanent collection will also
be gradually opened.

The structure will also house
a cinema, a theater,
the Prada archives,
administrative offices
and the Academy of Children
Wes Anderson’s Bar Luce is a candidate for becoming the
must-see locale and preferred meeting place for those
Milanese fascinated by beauty and elegance. The vintage
style of the locale recalls the atmosphere of a historic
Milanese café, from the decoration of the ceiling and walls,
inspired by the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele, to the interior
furnishings in retro style that render homage to the Italian
cinema of the 1950s and 60s. Structures in visible stainless
steel, large windows, tables and seats in pastel formica,
veneered wood panels, old billiard tables and a large bar
perfectly in tone with the rest—with glass jars full of candy,
an espresso machine and its display of choice liquors
and amari—render the bar a chic and exclusive place
without sacrificing warmth and a welcoming feeling, in
order to satisfy visitors at any hour, from breakfast, made
irresistible by the pastries from the Marchesi pastry shop,
to lunch, without forgetting the ritual of the cocktail hour.
The director explains that “The space was designed to be
lived in, it should have a number of comfortable seats for
conversation, reading, eating, drinking. . . I think it would
make an excellent movie set, but also a beautiful place to
write a film. I sought to give form to a place where I would
like to pass my afternoons off.”
Indeed, Fondazione Prada has succeeded in creating in
Milan a place unique in its genre, destined to be the envy
of such great cities as London, Paris and New York.
Elisabetta Pasca
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THE SECRET
OF STRADIVARIUS
A voyage among the mountains, wood and music of the Trentino Alto Adige, in the north fo Italy, in search of the
red spruce of the Val di Fiemme

W

hat do the splendid red spruces of the Val di Fiemme
in the Trentino Alto Adige and the artisanal genius
of Antonio Stradivarius have in common? The
union of art and nature has never been a forced marriage,
but a story of love between man and the world. Without a
doubt inspired by this poetic spirit, the greatest Italian luthier,
together with his colleagues Guarnieri and Amati, appreciated
these trees from northern Italy so much that he chose their
wood as his favorite material to use in making his worldfamous works of art.
This has been revealed by a collective study that saw the
participation of various scientific institutions: the Laboratorio
Arvedi of the Università degli Studi di Pavia, the Centro
Universitario per le Datazioni at the Università di MilanoBicocca and the Physics Department of the Università Statale di
Milano. Published in the monthly review Applied Physics A, the
results concern research on the soundboard (the upper part) of
a Stradivarius violin decorated with circles and white lozenges
against a black background. The owner of the instrument,
and Englishman by the name of Charles Barre, affirms that
the model most likely belongs to an artisanal series produced
by Stradivarius between 1677 and 1722, of which it is the
only remaining example. Its dating has also been confirmed
by a test of dendochronology effected by several Italian
researchers.To study the precious instrument, it was subjected
to electromagnetic waves—a non-invasive technique used to
analyze the varnishes used, and that preserved the integrity of
the model. Considering the delicacy of the operation, chemists,
physicists, historians and luthiers were brought together;
these all collaborated on a copy in ivory, ebony and animal
hide glue, as close as possible to the original. The study was so
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MASBEDO, Sinfonia di
un’esecuzione, 2015, a
project by MART in Rovereto,
©MASBEDO
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